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ABSTRACT
Companies like Equinix, CoreSite, and Telx manage and op-
erate carrier-neutral colocation facilities (also called colos)
where they provide, among other offerings, interconnection
services. These facilities supply the infrastructure (e.g., rack
space, cabling, power, and physical security) necessary for
network operators to colocate their routers for easy inter-
connection. This work focuses on identifying interconnec-
tions of the “cross connect” type, i.e., dedicated point-to-
point private peering links (which might be used to carry
transit traffic or peer-to-peer traffic) that the network opera-
tors can buy from the colo providers so that their networks
can exchange traffic within the confines of these facilities.
In particular, our goal is to infer who is interconnecting with
whom in which colos in which cities. Precisely locating the
private peering links between two networks is a prerequi-
site for studying, for example, the root causes of the peering
disputes between large content and eyeball providers in re-
cent years. This paper introduces a multi-pronged approach
for discovering these links. We illustrate the approach with
case studies of colos in Seattle and Chicago. These studies
demonstrate the promise as well as the challenges inherent
in such a mapping effort.
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1. INTRODUCTION
To a first approximation, the decision about whether two

autonomous systems (ASes) should peer boils down to eco-
nomics and geography. Most importantly, the two parties
must first determine whether peering makes sense financially
and what form their relationship should take, e.g., customer-
provider or peer-peer. If a decision to peer is reached, the
two parties must then select the locations at which the net-
works will interconnect. For example, they might start by
looking for opportunities in which both networks already
have a presence in the same building in the same city. While
researchers have studied the logical construct known as the
Internet’s AS-level topology for over fifteen years, past ef-
forts have focused almost exclusively on the existence and

type of peerings and have largely ignored the physical re-
alizations of these peerings. In this paper, we contribute
to a better understanding of the Internet peering ecosystem
by revealing the geographic nature of private peerings; that
is, establishing which ASes buy cross-connects to intercon-
nect with which other ASes in which colocation facilities in
which cities.

Knowing where a given AS-level link is physically re-
alized is paramount for studies that aim to shed light on
the nature of Internet congestion (e.g., [36] and references
therein). In particular, to devise active probing campaigns
that third-parties can perform for generating empirical evi-
dence of “hot-running” peering links between two ASes, it is
of critical importance to know exactly where these networks
interconnect in a given city or region so that the probes tar-
get the correct cross connects. Operating hot-running peer-
ing links is a commonly-used practice in peering disputes
between eyeball providers (e.g., Comcast) and large con-
tent providers (e.g., Netflix) whereby the former try to force
the latter’s hand. In these disputes, the eyeball provider
may claim that it receives little or no additional benefit from
pushing ever-increasing amounts of data from the content
provider to its end users, and hopes that the poor perfor-
mance experienced by the consumers of the content will ob-
ligate the content provider to pay for an upgrade of the in-
terconnections (see [39, 58, 57, 53] for some of the recent
peering disputes that have received attention in the popular
press). How these disputes should be properly resolved is at
the heart of the current debate about network neutrality.

Determining the geographic locations of cross connects
is complementary to recent efforts that have focused on re-
vealing the public peering links at the 350+ IXPs across the
globe (see [12, 47] and references therein).1 In this work,
we concentrate on the US where, mainly for historical rea-
sons, private peerings vastly outnumber public peerings [19,
20]. Due to this often-lamented scarcity of public peering
opportunities (especially when compared to Europe), our fo-
cus on the geography of private peerings puts data center or
colocation facility providers center stage.

1The discovery of private peerings utilized in IXPs remains an open
problem, though [20].
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Although largely neglected in prior studies of the AS-level
Internet, in addition to providing colocation services to their
customers, these companies are also in the business of sell-
ing interconnections that enable their customers to peer pri-
vately via a fiber cross connect or point-to-point circuit. As
for-profit companies that are often also publicly traded, they
are mandated to provide business-specific details in their
SEC filings, and a cursory reading of some of their finan-
cial statements shows that Equinix dominates the cross con-
nect market in the US with some 83K connections (as of 1Q
2015) [4], followed by companies such as Telx with some
48K and Coresite with about 15K [28, 33, 9, 3, 2]. To better
understand the underlying economics, with an approximate
monthly cost of $300 for a cross connect in any of the ma-
jor cities in the US [1], in the case of Equinix, the revenues
from selling cross connects in the US alone amount to about
$250M per year [5].

Although these companies often publish lists of tenants
in their colocation facilities, they generally do not indicate
which tenants interconnect. Tenant lists can also be found in
the widely used repository PeeringDB [45], but this database
also does not indicate which clients within a facility inter-
connect. Furthermore, PeeringDB is incomplete. For ex-
ample, for the colo facility we study in Chicago there are
no entries in PeeringDB, and for the facility in Seattle the
tenant list is inconsistent with the list published by the colo
operator. The lack of public information about who connects
with whom inside these facilities suggests that tenants wish
to keep this information private. The current situation makes
the discovery of cross connects at scale a challenging prob-
lem for Internet measurement, similar in spirit to the task of
discovering the public peerings at IXPs worldwide [16, 50,
29].

The task of mapping the cross connects inside a commer-
cial colocation facility, however, is inherently more chal-
lenging than mapping the public peerings between the dif-
ferent members of an IXP. At IXPs, member ASes use their
IXP-assigned addresses to establish peerings with other mem-
ber ASes. That these addresses are from prefixes that are as-
signed to and published by the various IXPs is at the heart
of commonly-used heuristics for inferring the presence of a
public peering link between two ASes that are members at
an IXP based on information that is readily available from
general-purpose traceroute probes [56, 16, 12]. The absence
of any such comparable “hints” makes inferring the presence
of an interconnection between two ASes that have PoPs in
one and the same colocation facility extremely challenging
and requires creative new solution methods.

In this paper, we report on a “baby step” towards our goal
of mapping the cross connects in commercial colocation fa-
cilities at scale. In particular, we present case studies in-
volving a colocation facility in Seattle, WA, and another in
Chicago, IL, both of which are owned and operated by the
Zayo Group. The Seattle facility is located in the Westin
building, the premier carrier hotel in Seattle, with close prox-

imity to numerous trans-Pacific cable landing stations in the
Seattle area. Each of the two facilities has some 20 tenants
and their names are published on Zayo’s website. Using dif-
ferent measurement, analysis, visualization, and validation
techniques, we show both the promise of our proposed ap-
proach when applied to mapping the cross connects inside
these two colocation facility of the Zayo Group as well as
the remaining challenges.

Our methodology consists of performing purposefully-
designed and geographically-constrained measurements in
the data plane (e.g., targeted traceroute campaigns) and
control plane (e.g., selective looking-glass-based probes)
and combining the obtained data with alternative non-
measurement-based data sources. We then rely on domain
knowledge, analysis, and visualization to deduce opera-
tionally and internally self-consistent connectivity structures
that reflect Internet connectivity at the interface, point-of-
presence (PoP), and autonomous system (AS) levels as seen
and experienced from the perspective of a specific colo fa-
cility.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 provides additional background information and dis-
cusses related work. In Section 3, we outline our methodol-
ogy. Sections 4 and 5 explore how information gleaned from
the control plane (e.g., BGP data) can inform our search for
the physical locations of peering links. Our data plane prob-
ing campaign is then described in Section 6. In Section 7 we
explain our heuristics for mapping discovered peering links
to specific facilities. The paper concludes in Section 8.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Characterizing the topology of the Internet has been the

focus of a large number of research efforts spanning almost
two decades [44, 52, 18, 17]. While these studies have suc-
ceeded in unraveling some of the Internet’s mysteries, solu-
tions to certain problems (e.g., PoP-mapping) have remained
elusive due to a variety of challenges related to performing
Internet measurement studies. The challenges in topology
mapping have been commonly attributed to the scale, het-
erogeneity and distributed nature of the Internet [30, 24, 41];
the lack of publicly accessible ground truth data also poses
significant challenges, making it hard to evaluate tools and
techniques. Various studies [42, 41, 15, 38] have pointed
out the incompleteness in the measured or inferred Internet
topologies and mention as a root cause the general lack of
adequate Internet mapping tools and techniques.

Obtaining the Internet-wide interface-level topology hinges
on the idea of performing large-scale traceroute measure-
ment campaigns that are largely unconstrained with respect
to the number and location of vantage points and targets.
Internet topology discovery efforts have traditionally bene-
fited from two types of measurement strategies. While the
vast majority of measurements have been conducted in an
opportunistic fashion, few have adopted a targeted approach
to topology discovery. In the former approach, a large-scale
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measurement campaign is conducted to capture a presum-
ably comprehensive view of the topology by relying on ei-
ther a moderate ([18, 17, 37, 52, 37]) or large pool of van-
tage points [50] that serve as launching pads for perform-
ing many traceroute measurements. On the other hand, tar-
geted measurements have been proposed to uncover smaller
but more complete portions of the topology, by making in-
formed decisions about the locations of the vantage points
and targets in relation to the chosen portions. These stud-
ies are mostly motivated by the lesson learned from almost
20 years of large-scale Internet measurement studies which
states “more is not always better” [49]. For instance, having
Internet Exchange Points (IXP) in mind, Augustin et al. [16]
used targeted traceroute probing to discover peering links at
IXPs that are otherwise hard to detect. Durairajan et al. [25]
use the triangle inequality property for their vantage point
and target selection to increase the probability of observing
PoPs that are missing from large-scale measurement cam-
paigns.

The measurement methodology developed in this paper is
motivated by such prior targeted measurement studies but is
designed to tackle a much harder problem; that is, to shed
light on the street-level geographic locations of the private
peerings between pairs of ASes. In fact, while prefixes of
an IXP or DNS names bearing a city name can be used to
identify public peering at an IXP [16] or an unseen PoP [25]
or interface [27], no such direct hints exist for geo-locating
cross connects to a given colo facility in a given city. In
the absence of such information, we rely on a diverse set
of measurement-based indicators and non-measurement data
that, when carefully combined, may provide sufficient infor-
mation to place cross connects in the target colo or at least
within the target city.

3. METHODOLOGY
Our goal is to infer the exact geographical location (i.e.,

down to the building level) of physical realizations of log-
ical AS-level links that we refer to as cross connects. The
main intuition is that a majority of these cross connects are
located in commercial colocation facilities. In this section,
we present a systematic approach for discovering cross con-
nects between ASes that are present in one form or another
at a specific commercial colocation facility.

3.1 Connectivity Options in Colos
The international colocation marketplace is populated by

a number of global companies (e.g., Equinix, equinix.
com) and numerous more region-specific businesses (e.g.,
Cologix, cologix.com in North-America). To attract new
customers and grow their business, these companies actively
market and advertise their services and capabilities. In the
process, they often publish detailed information about their
colocation facilities on their web sites, including street ad-
dresses of the facilities, offered services, and customers/-
partners and/or available carrier options. We use various

public data sources (e.g., PeeringDB [45], Packet Clearing
House [43], data center map [23], open directory project [46])
and search engines to collect pertinent information for more
than 1000 colo facilities in the US alone.

Given the highly competitive nature of the colocation busi-
ness, different colo providers offer and support different con-
nectivity options. The simplest option is for two tenants
of a given colo to purchase a cross connect from the colo
provider for directly connecting their routers. Here a “ten-
ant” refers to a network that pays the colo provider for hous-
ing its equipment (e.g., router) inside the colo facility, and
this option places the purchased cross connect squarely in-
side the given colo facility. In addition to this simple case,
there is also the option where a colo provider A (e.g., Zayo [10])
partners with a more established colo provider B (e.g., Equinix)
to increase the connectivity options for its own tenants. To
this end, A facilitates interconnecting its own tenants with
tenants of B either via fiber risers (for partner colo providers
in the same building) or by offering services such as Metro
Interconnect (for partner colo providers with facilities in other
locations across town). Such arrangements typically result
in cross connects being purchased from B and established in
B’s facility, but A’s reasoning for providing this option is that
it prevents existing tenants from switching colo providers
and has the potential to attract more business in the form of
new tenants. To emphasize that B’s tenant that is involved in
such an arrangement with one of A’s tenants is not a tenant
of A, colo provider A refers to it as an “interconnection” or
“carrier” option [10].

A similar situation occurs for large carriers that typically
house their PoPs in their own buildings (e.g., AT&T). If
such a carrier wants to interconnect with some tenant in a
given colo facility in a specific city, it often runs a local
network service circuit from its own PoP in that city to its
patch panel in the given colo facility and purchases a cross
connect from that colo provider to establish connectivity be-
tween the patch panel and the tenant’s router. This is yet
another case where one of the two parties to a cross connect
is not a tenant of the colo facility where the cross connect is
located and utilized. To clarify the distinction between dif-
ferent type of tenants in a colo, in the rest of this paper, we
refer to networks that are actual tenants of a given colo facil-
ity as proper tenants and to networks that are listed by a colo
as “connectivity” or “carrier” options as pseudo tenants. We
use the term “tenant” to collectively refer to both types of
networks/ASes at a colo when the distinction is not critical.

Different colo facility companies have different ap-
proaches to publishing facility-specific tenant lists. For ex-
ample, Equinix provides in general only minimal informa-
tion in the form of total number of tenants and connectivity
options and selectively-chosen customer testimonies. While
it is possible to use PeeringDB-provided data to bootstrap
the process of gathering somewhat more detailed informa-
tion about specific Equinix facilities, this data is known to
be rather incomplete and sometimes inaccurate or stale. At
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the other extreme, Cologix publishes the list of tenants for
each of the markets where it operates colo facilities and also
mentions additional connectivity options. The Zayo Group,
on the other hand, typically lists the carrier options available
in each of its facilities and also mentions additional connec-
tivity options as a result of partnerships with various major
colocation companies or the presence of IXPs in close prox-
imity. In general, it is safe to assume that the Tier-1 ISPs that
are listed as carrier options on these lists are not actual ten-
ants but house their PoPs or routers elsewhere, either in their
own facilities or in facilities owned and operated by some of
the leading colocation companies. In contrast, many of the
Tier-2 or regional ISPs are likely to be actual tenants, espe-
cially if they appear on the lists of the same colo provider in
different markets across the US.

3.2 Our Approach in a Nutshell
The starting point for our approach is to mine the most

promising data sources for obtaining colocation facility-specific
information and extract a list of the tenants of a given colo fa-
cility; that is, networks that can either be identified as proper
tenants or pseudo tenants (see earlier discussion).2 Equipped
with such a list, we then try to find cross connects within or
in close proximity to the facility.

The basic idea is that since the colo in question houses
the PoPs or routers of its tenant ASes, the latter have eco-
nomic incentives to selectively connect to other tenant ASes
(by purchasing cross connects from this colo provider) to
support their business. At the same time, if the colo offers
connectivity options to networks that, instead of being its
own tenants, are tenants of some major close-by colo facil-
ity, we can expect to find cross connects that are in close
proximity to the given colo. In this sense, our approach not
only produces the cross connect matrix for the tenant ASes at
the given facility but also generates information about cross
connects that can be placed into facilities other than the tar-
get colo.

More precisely, our proposed approach is top-down and
consists of the following four steps:
1. Global and logical: AS-level connectivity between con-

stituents. We use readily available public BGP data sets to
infer existing AS-level links between any pair of tenants
in our target colo. Modulo known incompleteness and
ambiguity issues, this analysis of global control plane in-
formation roughly defines the scope of the possible cross
connects associated with this colo facility.

2. Regional and logical: Geographically constrained
AS-level connectivity between tenants. We rely on
purposefully-collected BGP information from vantage
points that are in close proximity to the target colo to de-
termine physical realizations of the logical AS-level links
identified in Step 1 within the city or region where our

2While this task requires some detective work to identify the con-
stituents’ relevant ASNs, the methods are well-known and are not
further discussed in this paper.

target colo is located.
3. Regional and physical: Geographically constrained

physical connectivity between tenants. Guided by the
city/region-specific control plane information obtained
in Step 2, we conduct purposefully-designed data plane
measurements in the form of targeted traceroute cam-
paigns to discover possible candidates for cross connects
inside or in close proximity to our target colo.

4. Colo-specific cross connects: Mapping the discovered
cross connect candidates. We leverage different features
of our combined control and data plane measurements
and rely on domain knowledge and various heuristics to
determine whether the discovered cross connect candi-
dates in Step 3 are are indeed located within the target
colo or in close proximity.
In the following sections, we describe each of these four

steps of our methodology in more detail. To facilitate the de-
scription of how our methodology works in practice, we use
two specific colocation facilities as case studies for demon-
strating the capabilities as well as limitations of our approach.
Specifically, we select two facilities of zColo, a wholly owned
subsidiary of the Zayo Group, a global provider of band-
width infrastructure services and carrier-neutral colocation
and interconnection: the zColo Seattle colocation facility
(zSea) located at 2001 6th St. and the zColo Chicago colo-
cation facility (zChi) located at 600 S. Federal St.

We consider these two facilities because of their moder-
ate size and “challenging” environments. While zSea lists
on-line some 20 networks as tenants (in the form of carrier
options), the facility is located inside the Westin building,
the premier carrier hotel in Seattle, and offers additional in-
building connectivity options and also facilitates connectiv-
ity to both SIX (Seattle Internet Exchange) and the Pacific
Northwest Gigapop (PNWGP). On the other hand, zChi pro-
vides a list of 16 tenants (also in the form of carrier options)
and offers zColo’s Metro Interconnect service to provide ad-
ditional connectivity options to a large number of other colo-
cation facility providers in the Chicago market.

Lastly, our methodology makes use of a number of more
or less well-known tools and services. For example, for IP
geo-location, instead if of using tools such as [35, 32] that
are known to achieve poor accuracy for geo-locating IP ad-
dress assigned to network infrastructure [51], we rely in this
work on Akamai’s professionally maintained IP-to-geo tool,
called EdgeScape [13]. We also leverage information em-
bedded in DNS names as network operators often encode
geographic information in DNS names for their router inter-
faces [52]. Specifically, we use CAIDA’s DDEC service [31]
along with our own name-to-location mapping tool, called
GINIE [14] to extract these hints from DNS names. Finally,
we utilize Team Cymru’s IP-to-ASN mapping service [54]
to map individual IPs to different ASNs.

4. GLOBAL CONTROL PLANE VIEW
Control plane information (e.g., BGP table dumps) has
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Table 1: zSea (zColo, Seattle) – Tenants of facility
AS Name ASN AS-Type Target Dist. (mi) LG

AT&T 7018 T1 EdgeScape 1 -,-
BCE Nexxia 577 T2 EdgeScape 111 2,-
CenturyLink 209 Cable Akamai 3 -,-

Charter Comm. 20115 Cable EdgeScape 94 -,-
Cogent Comm. 174 T1 EdgeScape 1 -,-

Comcast 7922 Cable Akamai 3 1,-
Earthlink 6983 T2 Prefix 1 -,-

Google 15169 Content EdgeScape 1 -,-

GTT 3257 T1 EdgeScape 1 1,-
4436 T1 EdgeScape 1 2,-

Hibernia Net. 5580 Regional None — 2,-

Level 3 3356 T1 EdgeScape 1 2,-
3549 T1 EdgeScape 1 2,-

NTT Comm. 2914 T1 Akamai 3 -,-
PCCW Global 3491 T1 EdgeScape 1 -,1

Sprint 1239 T1 Akamai 3 2,-
TW Telecom 4323 T2 Akamai 3 2,-

Verizon Business 701 T1 EdgeScape 1 -,2

Windstream 6316 T2 EdgeScape 7 -,-
7029 T2 Prefix 1 -,-

XO Comm. 2828 T2 EdgeScape 1 1,-

Zayo 6461 T2 EdgeScape 1 2,-
5715 Regional None — -,-

been traditionally used for identifying a “global” view of the
AS-level Internet where nodes represent individual ASes and
links indicate the exchange of reachability information (via
active BGP sessions) between nodes. However, as logical or
virtual entities, AS-level links say nothing about the country,
city, or building where this reachability information and, in
turn, associated data traffic is being exchanged. In fact, an
AS link can represent a single physical connection or hun-
dreds of physical connections, established in one geographic
location or in many different locations in a city, country, or
across the globe. Nevertheless, by focusing on the list of
tenants at a given target colo facility and utilizing readily
available public control plane data, we can derive an esti-
mate of the number of cross connects at that facility that is
on the conservative side (i.e., not every inferred AS-link be-
tween tenant ASes is expected to yield a cross connect in this
facility). At the same time, as a result of well-known incom-
pleteness issues of the publicly available control plane data
sets[42], it is possible to observe two tenants to be connected
via a cross connect at a colo facility while the control plane
data shows no AS-level link between the two ASes. How-
ever, such cases can be considered the exception and not the
rule.

Tables 1 and 2 show the lists of tenants at the two target
colos, zSea and zChi, and include details such as AS num-
ber (ASN), and AS-type (assigned manually based on pub-
lic information available for each network); columns “Tar-
get”, “Distance” and “LG” are explained later in Section 6.
We combine these publicly available tenant lists with con-
trol plane data to determine which ASes are likely to have
private peering relationships either at zSea or zChi, or both.
Our control plane information is compiled from BGP data
collected by RouteViews [11] and RIPE [8] and relies on in-
ferred AS relationships from the Cyclops project [55]. This
information was collected during January, 2015, and allows

Table 2: zChi (zColo, Chicago) – Tenants of facility
AS Name ASN AS-Type Target Dist. (mi) LG

Allstream 15290 Regional EdgeScape 237 1,-
AT&T 7018 T1 EdgeScape 1 -,2

BCE Nexxia 577 Regional Akamai 6 3,-
CenturyLink 209 Cable Akamai 6 3,0

Cogent Comm. 174 T2 EdgeScape 1 2,-
Google 15169 Content EdgeScape 1 -,-

Hibernia Net. 5580 Regional EdgeScape 2 3,-

Level 3 Comm. 3356 T1 EdgeScape 1 3,-
3549 T1 None — -,-

Lightower 46887 Regional EdgeScape 1 -,-
TW Telecom 4323 Cable EdgeScape 1 2,-

US Signal 26554 Regional EdgeScape 2 -,-
Verizon Business 701 T1 EdgeScape 1 -,-

Windstream
6316 T2 None — -,-
7029 T2 None — -,-
1785 Regional Akamai 6 1,-

XO Comm. 2828 T2 Akamai 6 3,-
Zayo 6461 T2 EdgeScape 2 3,-

us to infer a matrix of pairwise relationships between the
tenant ASes in zSea and zChi, respectively, for this time pe-
riod. The matrix is omitted due to th elimited space but can
be found in our related technical report [40]

Some care is required when generating such a matrix AS
relationships, though. One the one hand, finding all ASNs
associated with a tenant organization is critical to cross con-
nect discovery since the organization can privately peer with
others using one or more of its ASes. At the same time,
naı̈vely including all ASNs associated with every tenant or-
ganization can quickly result in a huge matrix of candidate
cross connects that needs to be explored and validated and
can be expected to have many false positives. For instance,
while there are two ASNs – 19092 and 6461 - associated
with Zayo, AS19092 was not considered since it was ob-
served only in logical AS links where the other endpoint was
AS6461 and both these ASes belong to the same organiza-
tion. In contrast, for Level 3, two ASNs – 3356 and 3549
– are included since both ASNs were observed to peer with
multiple other tenant ASes at zSea and zChi.3 As a result,
Tables 1 and 2 show only those ASNs that were observed to
peer with other tenants at the colo facilities.

Our discovery of potential cross connects at zSea and zChi
distills data from numerous publicly available data sources
and yields 253 possible links between the different ASNs
used by the tenants in zSea and 153 in zChi. Exploiting the
global control plane data view, we pruned 85 (33%) and 67
(44%) AS-links from the sets of possible cross connects in
zSea and zChi, respectively. This leaves us with 168 and
86 potential cross connects in zSea and zChi, respectively.
Note however that these are only rough estimates – not ev-
ery inferred AS-link will be realized in these colos, and some
physical connections may exist in these locations and give
rise to AS-links that are missing from the global control
plane view because of the incompleteness of the available

3Level 3 (AS3356) acquired Global Crossing (AS3549) back in
2011 but continues to use ASN 3549 to diversify its routing poli-
cies.
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Figure 1: Localized view of the control plane. The colors indicate the three cases of AS-links between tenants of the colo
facility: (a) None – no relationship inferred, (b) Global – link found in global-view, but cannot be localized, and (c) Global &
Local – link found in global-view, and can be localized using BGP records from a looking glass server. ASes in red contain
one or more LGs in the same city as the target colo facility.

data.

5. LOCAL CONTROL PLANE VIEW
Based on a global view of AS-level connectivity enabled

by the publicly available control plane data, we identified in
the previous section the set of feasible AS-links that could
represent cross connects used by the tenant ASes in our two
colo facilities. Next we examine the local control plane view
view of AS-level connectivity between tenant ASes. The
reason for augmenting the global control plane view with its
local counterpart is twofold. For one, while the global view
might be missing some of the AS links between tenant ASes,
a few or all of these links might be visible by the local view.
Furthermore, being able to localize an AS-link to the city
where a given colo facility is located increases the likelihood
that the corresponding physical link representing a private
peering between two tenants is in that city and possibly in
the target facility.

Our localization efforts hinge on the existence and avail-
ability of BGP-enabled Looking Glass (LG) servers in the
facility’s city or close-by (both in geographic and network
distance). Assuming ASa provides access to LGx, we can
collect BGP records of the form ASa → ASb → ASc →
· · · → ASn associated with some prefix p. While it would
be unreasonable to expect that all AS-links in the AS-path
provided by such BGP records can be localized, the chances
that at least the first AS-link between ASa and ASb is in close
proximity to LGx are high. Thus, the use of LGs provides

an opportunity to rely on control plane data to obtain a lo-
cal (e.g., regional or city-level) BGP-view. Such a view can
be very helpful for determining if an AS-link between two
tenant ASes is physically realized in the same city or region
where the colo facility is located. If the outcome is positive,
it makes that AS-link a prime candidate for a cross connect
within the given colo facility.

To localize the feasible AS-links identified in Section 4,
we considered only those AS-links where at least one of the
two involved ASes contains a BGP-enabled LG in the same
city as the target colo. Particularly, in the case of localizing
feasible AS-links to Seattle and Chicago, we identified a to-
tal of 17 BGP-enabled LGs (10 in Seattle and 7 in Chicago).
These LGs can potentially cover a total of 129 AS-links as-
sociated with zSea and 66 with zChi from all AS links iden-
tified globally. Using the BGP records gathered from these
LGs, we localized 99 (77% of the 129) AS links to Seattle,
thus increasing the likelihood that these AS-links may be
physically realized as cross connects inside zSea. Similarly,
in Chicago, our heuristic localized 60 (91% of the 66) AS
links. When grouping by inferred AS-link types, between
45%−51% of the localized AS-links are P2P, 38%−45% are
provider-customer (C2P or P2C), and≈ 10% are unknown4.
Note that while the fraction of localized provider-customer
links is similar to that in the global view from Cyclops (see
Section 4), we observe a higher percentage of P2P and lower

4Cyclops failed to identify the AS-relationship, but the AS-links
still were localizable.
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Figure 2: A traceroute and its corresponding AS-level path.

percentage of unknown AS-links.
Figure 1 shows the localized view of connectivity based

on control plane information for tenants of zSea and zChi.
The tenant ASes that provide BGP-enabled LGs are shown
in red. In Figure 1, the relationship between ASa and ASb

(i.e., cell (a, b) of the matrix) is colored based on its visi-
bility in the global and local views into three groups as fol-
lows: First, AS links that are revealed by both global and
local views are colored in dark red. Second, AS links that
are only visible in the global view are colored in light red.
The local view may be missing an AS link for two reasons:
i) when a BGP-enabled LG is available in any of the two
ASes, these links may not be visible locally when local LGs
provide the best (rather than all) AS path(es) to a prefix, ii)
when no BGP-enabled LG was available in the related ASes
to localize these links. Third, the AS pairs for which no AS
link is present in the global and local views. Note that an-
other possible case is AS links that are only visible in local
view. While this case is generally feasible due to the incom-
pleteness of the AS level maps, we have not observed any
such link in our target colos. In summary, colored cells in
Figure 1 show a union of all the AS links that were globally
visible (as discussed in Section 4) and those that are locally
visible. In the next section, we try to identify the physical
cross connects corresponding to all these AS links.

6. LOCAL DATA PLANE VIEW
Our main objective in this section is to detect the physical

realizations of the AS-links that result from our analysis in
Section 5 and can (based on global and local control plane
data) potentially be localized to the city or region where the
target colo facility is located. In Section 7, we will describe
our approach for determining if these physical connections
indeed represent cross connects that can be placed inside the
target colo or in close proximity to the target colo.

To explore how a logical AS-link that may be localized
to the city or region where the target colo is located is real-
ized as physical IP-level connections between pairs of ten-
ants at the target colo, we conduct purposefully-designed
data plane measurements in the form of traceroute probes
that are intentionally biased to traverse cross connects that
may exist in the target facility. A cross connect between
two tenant ASes can be inferred from such traceroutes mea-
surements by first mapping the individual per-hop IP inter-
face addresses to their corresponding ASes (e.g., using team
Cymru’s IP2ASN service [54]) and then examining the re-
sulting AS-level path associated with such a traceroute for
a link between a pair of tenant ASes. This is similar to

the approach taken by prior work (e.g., see [25, 50, 21])
and is illustrated in Figure 2 that shows the AS-level view
of a (IP-level) traceroute and reveals various inter-AS links.
Our ability to conduct such well-crafted traceroute measure-
ments primarily depends on the the availability of measure-
ment infrastructures with vantage points in “just the right”
places. Note however that an inferred cross connect may not
be at the target colo even if it is geo-located to the city of the
target colo.

Given that the existing Internet measurement infrastruc-
tures all have more or less severe restrictions concerning
vantage point selection, we leverage here three complemen-
tary strategies for performing traceroute measurement cam-
paigns to partially offset these restrictions. We refer to the
first strategy as Scoped Probing; that is, we conduct tracer-
outes between vantage points that are in close geo- or network-
proximity of tenant ASes in the target city. The second
strategy is called BGP-Guided Probing. In this case, we
use BGP information to identify a pair of tenant ASes in
the target facility where one party represents a regional AS
and the other party serves as the regional AS’s upstream
provider. We then conduct traceroutes that traverse the re-
sulting customer-provider link between this pair of ASes.
The third strategy is called Hosting Service Probing, and its
purpose is to reveal the cross connects associated with ten-
ant ASes that offer web hosting services. This objective is
achieved by identifying and probing web sites that are hosted
by those ASes. All of these measurements where conducted
during January of 2015. We next describe further details of
our measurement campaigns that result from these three dif-
ferent strategies.

6.1 Scoped Probing
The basic idea behind this strategy is to conduct tracer-

oute measurement between all pairs of tenant ASes (i.e.,
criss-cross pattern in both directions) using vantage points
that are as close (in geo- and network-distance) to the target
colo as possible. This in turn increases the chances that the
traceroute probes traverse cross connects that may exist at
the target colo facility.

As the sources of our traceroute, we rely on public traceroute-
enabled LGs provided by individual tenant ASes or their cus-
tomer ASes (e.g., based on the available AS maps from Cy-
clops [22]). For redundancy and to increase the yield, we
use up to three LGs per tenant AS (or its customers). In ad-
dition to these LGs, we also use servers from the Akamai
platform that are in the target cities. As targets, we only
require a single destination IP in each of the tenant ASes
that is geo-located as close to the target city as possible.
Our options consist of (i) a list of more than 500 different
Akamai servers across the US whose exact geographic loca-
tions are known, (ii) a list of 100M+ IP addresses in more
than 15K different ASes 5 that been been geo-located us-
ing Akamais EdgeScape tool, and (iii) a hand-crafted list of
5onrg.cs.uoregon.edu/Tau/
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Table 3: City-level inter-tenant connections identified by
scoped traceroutes

Seattle Chicago
AS link #links #in-city #links #in-city
Intended 302 120 178 67
Oppor. 234 59 77 20
Total Link 536 179 255 89

live IPs associated with prefixes that are advertized by the
tenant ASes and are geolocated using the Maxmind geo-lite
database [35]. Of all possible IPs, for each tenants AS we
select the closet one to the target colo.

Due to rate limiting imposed by most LGs, care is required
when launching traceroute probes from the LGs to the tar-
get IPs in each tenant AS to ensure that a campaign is com-
pleted within a reasonable time. In Tables 1 and 2, the last
three columns provide the information about the best option
for selecting source and destination for performing scoped
traceroutes for our target colos in Seattle and Chicago, re-
spectively. In particular, the columns labeled “target” and
“distance” show the best available option for selecting the
target IP and its distance from the colo in each tenant AS.
The pair n,m in the column labeled “LG” indicates that we
use n LGs in a tenant AS and m LGs in its customers. Note
that all the selected LGs for an individual tenant AS have the
same AS distance from the corresponding colo (i.e., they are
all located either in the tenant AS or in one of its customers).

We repeat each traceroute campaign 5 times during the
second week of January 2015. We adopt a conservative ap-
proach and only consider the appearance of consecutive IP
addresses in a traceroute probe that belong to two different
tenant ASes as an indication of a direct inter-AS link (e.g.,
cases where one or more IP-level hops appears between IP
addresses of different tenants are not considered.6 Note that
a traceroute probe launched for the purpose of discovering a
physical connection between two tenants may (unintention-
ally) discover an inter-AS link between some other pair of
tenants.Obviously, such an “opportunistic” discovery is also
useful and is utilized in our approach.

The combination of all selected LGs and target IPs at the
tenant ASes results in 520 (Seattle) and 378 (Chicago) source-
destination pairs for traceroute probing. However, only 422
and 306 probes successfully leave the origin ASes in zSea
and zChi, respectively. Using Akamai vantage points we
also can run 140 (Seattle) and 126 (Chicago) scoped probes,
from which 131 and 89 leave the orgin AS succesfully.7

6The presence of * hops in a traceroute sample may indicate traver-
sal through hidden layer-3 infrastructure; therefore, it does not pro-
vide reliable evidence for a direct physical link between two tenant
ASes.
7Further examinations revealed that the traceroutes that did not
leave their origin ASes are associated with a few specific pairs of
LG and destination IPs and were persistently blocked across all re-

Since we are primarily interested in inter-AS connections
that are likely to be in the target city, we use EdgeScape and
any geographic hints in DNS names to geolocate interfaces
at both ends of each discovered inter-AS link. This infor-
mation is then used to infer whether the discovered link is
located in the target city or not. Table 3 presents the break
down of all the identified inter-tenant links between tenants
according to the location of the vantage point and target (la-
beled #links). If the link ASx → ASy is identified in a tracer-
oute from ASx to ASy the link is considered as intended,
otherwise it is counted as being opportunistically identified.
Note that these sets are mutually exclusive. The table also
reports this break down for the links that are geo-located to
the target city (labeled in-city). As shown, the overall suc-
cess rate of our probes in discovering physical connections
(intended or opportunistic) between tenant ASes is high, but
less than half of the discovered links appear to be in the tar-
get city. The heat maps that show the detailed view of the
discovered links (all and the target in city) by our scoped
probing technique are available in the related technical re-
port [40]. Tables 4 and 5 summarize the main characteristics
of the discovered links by this technique for zSea and zChi
facilities.

6.2 BGP-Guided Probing
Our second probing strategy is to leverage the AS relation-

ship between a pair of tenant ASes in the target colo when
crafting traceroute probes for the purpose of discovering the
corresponding physical link. The key idea is to identify any
pair of tenant ASes that have customer-provider relationship
and then launch traceroute probe toward an IP address that
is served by the customer AS and is geo-located to the target
city. The challenge here is that a relationship between an AS
pair in the control plane could represent a number of differ-
ent physical connections between the two ASes, possibly at
different geographic locations. To increase the likelihood of
identifying inter-AS links at (or in close proximity to) the
target colo, we only consider pairs of tenant ASes where the
customer AS has a regional coverage. The intuition is that
such regional ASes establish physical connections to only a
small number of provider/upstream ASes, typically at a sin-
gle colo because managing different cross connects at mul-
tiple colos results in higher operational costs.

To perform BGP-guided probing, for each regional tenant
ASc, we first examine Routeviews data [11] to identify IP
prefixes that are reachable through an AS path ending with
ASp → ASc, where ASp is both a tenant AS and upstream
provider of ASc. We then scan the IP addresses in the iden-
tified prefixes and geo-locate them using Maxmind [35] to
find a few live IP addresses that we map to our target city.
These IP addresses serve as the targets for our BGP-guided
traceroutes. Next, we launch traceroutes from a collection
of vantage points towards these targets. Given the regional
nature of the customer ASes and the chosen locations of the

tries, and we discard these measurements.
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Table 4: zSea - Summary of Data Plane View
Interface IP Link AS Link

Campaign #Probes All Exc. All Exc. All Exc.
Scoped 3,307 154 86 179 140 49 25
BGP Guided 15,268 46 14 37 16 12 0
Web 3,648 103 47 107 78 26 6
Total 22,223 219 276 55

traceroute targets in the target city, we expect that a signif-
icant fraction of the resulting traceroute probes traverse the
physical connection between such (ASp, ASc) pairs in the
target city if not at the target colo.

We identified 2 (5) regional ASes in zSea (zChi) to use
for this technique. We initially launched our BGP-guided
traceroute probes from LGs close to the locations of the
Routeviews collectors that reported the corresponding AS-
level paths towards the customer AS. However, since a ma-
jority of our traceroute-enabled LGs use UDP packets, most
of these conventional traceroutes were blocked by middle-
boxes and did not reach their target in the customer AS.
To address this issue, we ran TCP/ICMP traceroutes from
three different large-scale platforms. In particular, we re-
lied on Akamai Servers (i.e., leveraged nearly 20 Akamai
measurement servers in each of the two target cities), Planet
Lab (i.e., nearly 300 nodes [7]), and RIPE Atlas (i.e., we
used approximately 150 vantage points in a 500 miles ra-
dius of each target colo [48]). An overview of the num-
ber of discovered interfaces and links by this technique for
each colo facility is reported in Tables 4 and 5. Although
our BGP-guided probing discovers physical connections for
the regional ASes, none of these intended connections is
geo-located to the target city. Nevertheless, these measure-
ment opportunistically identify 37 and 20 unique connec-
tions among tenants in Seattle and Chicago, respectively.
The detailed statistics of the number of vantage points from
the different platforms used to launch BGP-guided tracer-
outes along with the number of discovered links in each case
are available in our technical report [40].

6.3 Web Probing
Our scoped and BGP-guided probing techniques are able

to identify inter-AS links for tenants that are transit ASes or
regional ASes. However, some tenant ASes are in the web
hosting business, and for such ASes, the chances of finding
their AS links as described above is low, unless we select
the IP addresses of these web sites/services as targets for our
traceroute probes. To identify such targets, we collect a large
number of URLs that are associated with web sites hosted by
the tenant web-hosting ASes in the target city. These URLs
are collected by searching for local businesses websites (e.g.,
from Yelp and Yellow Pages) and local schools and govern-
ment branches websites available in various on-line directo-
ries. For each URL, we first identify the associated IP ad-
dress, geo-locate it and map it to its ASN to select proper
target addresses (i.e., in the tenant AS and at the target city).

Table 5: zChi - Summary of Data Plane View
Interface IP Link AS Link

Campaign #Probes All Exc. All Exc. All Exc.
Scoped 2,618 101 69 89 74 33 20
BGP Guided 7,258 30 4 20 7 10 0
Web 777 26 8 20 10 8 0
Total 10,653 114 109 33

140 1613

78

21 35

Scoped BGP
Guided

Web
(a) Seattle

74 78

10
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32

Scoped
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(b) Chicago

Figure 3: Unique and overlapping physical connections dis-
covered by different data plane measurement techniques

We identified 40 and 9 unique IP addresses that host a web
page in a tenant AS of zSea and zChi, respectively. We then
leverage the Akamai server platform (we use 7 (8) measure-
ment servers, each in a different AS in Seattle (Chicago))
and RIPE Atlas (we use RIPE nodes [48] within a 500 mile
radius of the target colos and pick the three closest nodes for
each AS) to launch traceroutes to these IPs. This process
resulted in the selection of 89 vantage points in Seattle and
83 vantage points in Chicago. Tables 4 and 5 summarize the
number of all and in city links indentified by this technique
for each colo facility. Detailed statistics are available in the
related technical report [40].

6.4 Summary of Data Plane View of AS-Links
In this section, we summarize the result of all three data

plane measurement techniques that we used to discover AS
connections between tenant ASes. Tables 4 and 5 present the
total number of probes, the number of discovered interfaces,
the number of discovered IP links, and the corresponding AS
links by each measurement technique (labeled as All). We
also specified the number of the discovered entities that are
exclusively discovered by each technique (labeled as Exc).
Figure 3 provides further details on the number of links that
were discovered by more than one technique. We observe
that the scoped probing discovers the largest number of links
and has the highest yield but other techniques have signifi-
cant contributions as well.

In summary, all of our data plane measurement techniques
find 276 and 109 interface-level AS connections that can be
associated to physical connections in Seattle and Chicago,
respectively. These interface-level connections correspond
to 55 and 33 tenant AS pairs in zSea and zChi. All of these
AS links are aligned with AS relations available in Cyclops
and most of these AS relations (32 in Seattle and 21 in Chicago)
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are P2P. Figure 4 shows how the 276 and 109 interface-level
AS connections in Seattle and Chicago are connecting var-
ious pairs of tenant ASes in the corresponding colo facility.
We only consider these links for pinning in the next section.

7. MAPPING CROSS CONNECTS
Thus far the techniques presented for discovering cross

connects between tenant ASes at best identify cross connects
at city-level; the precise location of these cross connects at
building-level within the city is yet unknown. In this section,
we present a strategy to “pin” the interfaces at both ends of
the discovered city-level cross connects to a specific colo
facility in the city. It is worth noting that IP geolocation
tools have much lower accuracy (on average at city-level or
worse), and hence, can not be used for mapping interfaces to
specific buildings.

The pinning technique examines any available evidence of
the location of an interface either being inside or outside of
the target colo facility, to accept (with some confidence) or
reject the hypothesis that the interface in question is indeed
at the target facility. In particular, we consider the following
evidences to identify collocated interfaces:
• Aliases: We use iffinder alias resolution [34] on all the ob-

served interfaces to determine interfaces that are likely to
be associated with a single router, i.e., each set of aliases
represents a router.
• PoP-tags: Many organizations encode geographic lo-

cation, PoP information, router type, and other details
in the PTR records of their router IPs to aid in in-
frastructure management. A PoP-tag is a combina-
tion of three pieces of data: ASN, AS name, and
PoP identifier. This information is extracted from the
PTR records using our in-house PTR record parser in
conjunction with DDEC [31]. For instance, the PoP-
tag for xe-10-0-0.edge1.Seattle3.Level3.
net is AS3356:LEVEL3:SEATTLE3. All interfaces
with the same PoP-tag represent a PoP node.
In the context of cross connect discovery in zSea and zChi,

iffinder identifies 13 IP addresses that form 5 groups of aliases
in zSea and 8 IP addresses that form 4 groups in zChi. We
also discovered 27 unique PoP-tags in Seattle and 16 in Chicago
from PTR records of IPs; the PoP-tags in the median contain
approximately 5 IPs8.

The process of pinning inter-AS cross connects consists
of two phases:
• Identifying Anchors in a Colo: we identify a set of phys-

ical interfaces (or node attributes, viz., PoP-tags) that we
can confidently pin (or relate) to a colo facility in order to
bootstrap the pinning process;
• Inferring Colocation based on Association: we use a set

of association rules to relate the location of each unpinned

8An example of a graph including router nodes (representing IP
aliases) and PoP-tag nodes is available at onrg.cs.uoregon.
edu/Impact/vis-js/net_pop_chi_aux_pinned_delay.
html

interface ni to one or more nodes nj that are already pinned
to the target colo.
To illustrate the basic idea of the pinning process, consider

a scenario where there is sufficient evidence to conclude that
interface nx is located (i.e., pinned) at a specific colo facility.
If an interface ny is associated with the interface nx (e.g.,
nx is an alias of ny or has a PoP tag similar to nx), then the
pinning procedure concludes that ny has a high likelihood of
being collocated with nx. The subsequent sections present
the two phases of the pinning procedure in detail.

7.1 Identifying Anchors in a Colo
Accurately identifying anchors in a target colo is crucial

for our pinning procedure as they bootstrap the pinning pro-
cess. This requires careful search and examination of avail-
able information for a colo that may directly reveal specific
anchors (e.g., an IP interface) or may offer an opportunity
to capture anchor information through measurement. Such
information include published data by network operators,
scanning advertisements or marketing material from colo fa-
cility operators, identifying servers or vantage points at a
facility, obtaining information from the operators of a colo
facility or its tenant ASes. Clearly, the utilities of this infor-
mation vary across different colo companies and facilities.
In this section, we present two techniques for identifying an-
chors in the zColo facilities, zSea and zChi.
Using Online Information: For customers in Seattle and
Chicago, Zayo Group (which owns the two facilities) offers
a Long Haul Dark Fiber [6] enabling Zayo’s customers in
Chicago to have direct (fiber optic) connectivity with an AS
in Seattle, and vice versa. Since the Zayo Group owns and
operates the Zayo AS, zColo facilities and the fiber intercity
connectivity, it is reasonable to assume that this fiber carries
IP traffic of Zayo AS (AS6461) between the Chicago and
Seattle colos. Zayo, additionally, provides detailed network
maps (in KML format)9 which contains extensive details on
their facilities and intercity connections. Manual inspection
of the maps revealed that zSea and zChi are indeed the end-
points of the aforementioned dark fiber between Seattle and
Chicago. Interestingly, the fiber traverses another Zayo fa-
cility in Chicago, i.e., the chain of colo facilities that the
dark fiber connects is zSea → zChi2 → zChi. This fiber
connectivity provides us with a unique opportunity for find-
ing reliable anchors as follows. Using Zayo’s traceroute LGs
in Seattle and Chicago, we run traceroute probes from one
colo to target IPs in Zayo at the other city in both directions.
Our intuition is that these traceroute probes should traverse
the routers in zSea and zChi and reveal the PoP-tags asso-
ciated with them. Following this approach, we concluded
that the PoP-tag associated with routers in zSea and zChi
are AS6461:ZAYO.SEA1 and AS6461:ZAYO.ORD7, re-
spectively. Interfaces associated with these PoP-tags can,
therefore, be used as anchors in the pinning process. We em-
phasize that an anchor does not need to be a physical entity
9www.zayo.com/network/file-downloads
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Figure 4: The number of physical connections identified in the target city between each pair of tenant ASes

(e.g., an interface) at a target colo. Rather any attribute that
can be reliably used to localize an interface to a particular
colo, can be used as an anchor in the pinning process.
Using Regional ASes: The existence of regional ASes at a
colo can also help in identifying anchors at that facility or
validating already discovered anchors. Our assumption is
that a regional tenant AS in a colo facility is likely to have
a single PoP in that city where it establishes all its cross-
connects. This assumption is supported by the economics
of cross connects since being present at each colo facility
has a cost that makes it prohibitive and unnecessary for a
small regional ASes (with limited traffic) to be present at
multiple colos. Instead, they are most likely to join a single
colo whose tenants better match their needs. While we do
not use this technique in this paper, it is often very useful in
colo facilities with multiple regional ASes.

7.2 Inferring Colocation based on Association
Given a set of IP interfaces associated with the city-centric

view of inter-AS links between tenant ASes along with some
anchors for a target colo, our goal is to pin these interfaces
(and thus map the links between them) to the colo facil-
ity. We start by initializing the label of all the interfaces
to “close call” since they are all mapped to the target city.
Then, we apply a few rules to identify a subset of these in-
terfaces that are located at the colo facility (and change their
label to “hit”) and identify another non-overlapping subset of
interfaces that are mapped to other facilities in the city (and
change their label to “out”). Any remaining interface with a
“close call” label may still be located in the target colo but
we do not have sufficient evidence to make that inference.

Exclusion Rules: Before we pin any interface, we filter out
interfaces that are highly unlikely to be at the target colo
facility (and change their label to “out”) by applying the fol-
lowing rules. The letter inside the parenthesis indicates the
level of confidence–High (H), or Medium (M), or Low (L)–
associated with the rule.
• ExcOutIXP (H): Interfaces whose IP addresses belong to

a known IXP-prefix, with the IXP located at a different
facility, cannot be at the target colo.
• ExcOutDNS (H): Interfaces with DNS names (PTR records)

that indicate presence at a colo facility owned by a differ-
ent company (e.g., eqnx, or equinix, or eqix indi-
cates that the interface is present at a colo facility owned
by Equinix) cannot be in zColo.
• ExcOutT1 (H): Interfaces of Tier-1 ASes (i.e., pesudo ten-

ants) that are unlikely to be physically in zColo since they
typically house their PoPs in their own buildings as we
described in Section 3.1.

Association/Inclusion Rules: We commence by pinning all
interfaces that meet the anchor criteria, viz., containing PoP-
tags identified as anchors in the Section 7.1, to the target
colo facility. Then we apply the following heuristic rules in
order to pin any remaining interfaces with close call label
(the confidence associated with each rule is indicated within
parenthesis).
• Alias Association (H): Aliases of a router are collocated;

if one of them is already pinned then the rest are pinned to
that location.
• PoP Association (M): Interfaces that have the same PoP-

tag are collocated.
• PoP Exclusion (M): Two different PoP-tags for the same
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Figure 5: Pinning Status of all inter-AS links with respect to the zColo facility in each city.

AS within the same city (e.g., AS6461:ZAYO.ORD2 and
AS6461:ZAYO.ORD7) are not in the same colo facility
since each AS uses a distinct PoP-tag for each facility.
Therefore, if one of the PoP-tags of an AS is pinned to
a colo facility, the other PoP-tags of the same AS should
not be localized to the same facility.
• Delay Association (L): Interfaces at either end of inter-AS

links are collocated if the delay between them is really
short (i.e., a couple of ms). We refer to this association
as a propagation rule since it is the only rule that directly
leverages the connectivity between interfaces for pinning.
These association rules are applied in two rounds as fol-

lows: In the first round, (i) we apply the first two rules to pin
all interfaces with close-call label that are associated with
anchors and change their label to hit. When these two rules
lead to a conflicting label for an interface, the outcome of the
alias association is selected as it is more reliable due to the
potential DNS misnaming of IP interfaces [59]. (ii) Given
the pop-tags of pinned interfaces, we can identify the PoP-
tags that are associated with other colos and use them to ap-
ply the PoP Exclusion rule, mapping any close call interface
to other facilities and set their label to out. (iii) We consider
all the inter-AS links with short delays that one of their end
interfaces is labeled as hit and apply the propagation rule to
these links. This could lead to the change of label for a group
of interface s due to pinning through propagation (PTP). In
the second round, we only reapply the first three rules to
pin any other interfaces that is associated with PTP inter-
faces. We conservatively apply the propagation rule only
once since its iterative propagation could potentially lead to
error. Note that once the label of an interface sets to hit or
out, it does not change any further.

7.3 Mapping Results
We apply our pinning procedure to all interfaces associ-

ated with the city-centric view of inter-AS connections among
tenants in zSea and zChi. Table 6 summarizes the main out-
come of our pinning strategy. The top part of the table shows
the number of pinned interface along with the corresponding
mapped IP links and AS links at each colo. The bottom part
of the table shows the break down of the number of the in-
terfaces that are labeled as hit or out by individual rules for
each colo. For alias and PoP-tag rules, we also show the
number of pinned interfaces in each round (i.e., before or af-
ter applying the delay association). In zSea, the 28 pinned
IP links are associated with 8 AS links (one-third are P2P)
connecting 5 ASes that consists of 1 content, 2 cable, and 3
T2. In zChi, the 10 pinned IP links are representing 4 AS
links (half are P2P) between 5 ASes with this break down: 1
content, 1 regional, 1 cable, and 2 T2.

We also examine the sensitivity of our pinning procedure
to the delay threshold for the propagation rule. Surprisingly,
the value of this threshold does not have any effect on the
outcome of our pinning procedure. Closer examinations re-
vealed that the delay associated to all qualified inter-AS links
for the propagation rule is less than 1ms. Therefore, any con-
servative delay threshold would work.

The assigned labels by our pinning procedure to each in-
terface associated with inter-AS links in the target city leads
to three possible pinning outcomes for links that are, from
most to least desirable, as follows: (i) in zColo for links
whose both sides are pinned to the colo facility, (ii) via zColo
for links that only one side of them is pinned to zColo and
the other side is either out or close call, (iii) in city for links
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Table 6: Count of interfaces pinned by different rules
zSea zChi

IP nodes 74 29
IP links 28 10
AS links 8 4

Rule

Alias Inc. 0+1 0+2
PoP-tag Inc. 12+51 13+8
Delay Inc. 11 7
ExcOutT1 127 62
PoP-tag Exc. 0+5 1+2

that both ends are labeled as out or close call. Each element
in the symmetric matrix in Figure 5 provides a detailed view
of mapped links by showing the most desirable pinning out-
come among all the mapped IP links (if there is more than
one) between a pair of tenant ASes. In summary, our pin-
ning procedure mapped 8 out 33 (4 out of 33) AS links and
28 from 276 (10 out 109) IP links in zSea (zChi).
AS-Level Structure at zSea: Figure 6 visualizes the final
outcome of our colo mapping effort for zSea as a graph (a
similar figure for zChi is available in our technical report
[40]). This graph captures the zSea-centric AS-level struc-
ture as well as interface-level connectivity. Each node indi-
cates a tenant AS and each edge between two tenant ASes is
annotated by the number of discovered interface-level con-
nections between the pair of tenants. We use dark blue to
show the ASes with at least one interface pinned to zSea.
Light green shows Tier-1 ASes that are localized to another
close-by facility and yellow is used for the remaining ASes.
Cross connects that are mapped to zSea are shown as thick
edges, and cross connects that result from connectivity op-
tions provided by zSea and are localized to a close-by colo
are indicated by dashed lines. For the remaining edges, we
have insufficient evidence to localize them to the inside or
outside of zSea.

We also shared the final outcome of our mapping effort
with the colo provider and the tenants in zSea and zChi and
asked for feedback in the form of a questionnaire with the
hope to be able to validate our findings. Unfortunately, we
received less than a handful of responses, but those who re-
sponded confirmed the accuracy of our inferred cross con-
nects for their networks in zSea or zChi. However, those
confirmed cross connects made up only some 10% of all
cross connects we placed in zSea and zChi, and our attempts
to obtain any information from zColo were unsuccessful. An
interactive version of the connectivity graphs that capture all
or localized inter-AS links for both colo facilities are avail-
able online 10.

8. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a methodology for localizing the cross

connects that the tenants of a given colocation facility pur-
chase from the colo provider to interconnect their networks.

10onrg.cs.uoregon.edu/Impact/xconnect/vis/

Figure 6: The visualization of mapped crossed connects be-
tween tenant ASes in zSea.

We demonstrate the feasibility of our approach by applying
it to two medium-sized zColo facilities, one in Seattle and
one in Chicago, and point out the many challenges that we
encounter in this effort. In particular, we elaborate on the va-
riety of interconnectivity options offered by different coloca-
tion providers and show how such “details” impact the task
of determining the street-level geography of cross connects.

Our work is largely complementary to recent efforts aimed
at accurately mapping the physical Internet. In particular,
while [26] is concerned with constructing a map that shows
the geography of the long-haul U.S. fiber-optic infrastructure
(i.e., constructing a network where nodes represent the dif-
ferent metro areas in the continental U.S. and links represent
conduits that house the long-haul fiber-optic cables that run
between them), [26] is not attempting to map the “insides”
of the nodes, i.e., it does not attempt to map the locations
of all colo facilities and data centers in a given metro area
or the fiber between them or the connections within them.
In contrast, our study focuses exclusively on the “inside”
part of these nodes and is not concerned with mapping the
network’s edges. The combination of the two approaches
could provide an unprecedented view of the physical Inter-
net, yielding a detailed account of the geography of both
the long-haul fiber-optic cables that are used to connect the
metro areas and the cross connects that are established inside
the colos to interconnect different networks.

In future work, we hope to leverage edge-based measure-
ment platforms such as Dasu [50] to expand our options
for selecting suitable vantage points and targets, which may
more often enable us to issue a traceroute that traverses a
given router, PoP, or cross connect. At the same time, we
plan to use the experience gained from mapping the two
medium-sized zColo facilities when applying our approach
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to the 100+ large Equinix-owned and operated colos around
the world where a large portion of all established cross con-
nects are located.
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